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in Early and Middle
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From a linguistic perspective,

argument skills require the ability to

apply nuanced language structures

when producing arguments.

From a cognitive perspective, it is a

process of formulating and

challenging a position with

evidence and reasoning where

critical reasoning is needed.

Developing Argument Skills

From a social perspective, the

argumentation process may involve

reasoned discussion with others.

The ability to reason collectively in

group discussion can later transfer

to argument skills required in

writing. (Anderson et al, 2001;

Mercer, 2013) However, the transition

cannot happen without proper

scaffolding and instruction.

Pedagogical Practices
to Support Learning
of Argumentation

Model perspective-taking: teachers

show students what is reasoning

and how to do critical reasoning.

Teachers can change to a different

position to show students the

existence of the other side of the

same issue.

Guided perspective-taking: this is a

guided writing stage where teachers

and the whole class jointly construct

an argumentative text. In the

process, teachers guide students to

choose which evidence to use and

how reasoning and evidence relate

to the argument.

Independent writing

Early elementary

classrooms

Perform a stance: students are

invited to indicate their stance

through an action. In this way, the

cognitive process of taking a stance

is observable for students.

E.g., if you think …, come over to

sit over this side. If you don't think

…, go and sit over the other side.

Explain reasons: students are invited

to use evidence (from prior

knowledge, shared texts, or

memory) and reasoning to support

their position.

E.g., why do you think that?

Kindergarten

classrooms

Students face challenges to construct

convincing and coherent arguments. This

study argues that at the center of improving

argumentative writing skill is to increase

students’ critical reasoning -- the ability to

infer, cruitique, justify, and evidence.

(Iordanou et al., 2016; McNaughton, 2020).

The study also aims to identify pedagogical

practices that can effectively foster

students’ critical reasoning skills.

The Study

Even young

learners are able

to reason with

their teacher.

Teachers can

explicitly teach

students how to

argue and reason.

Findings

Teaching Suggestions 
Use mentor texts to establish foundations for argumentation.

Create teacher-written texts side-by-side with students to create shared

understanding and show alternative perspectives.

Teachers’ role is to model, inquire, direct, and give constructive

feedback to students’ responses. Students should be engaged

throughout this collaborative reasoning activity.
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